Boost your revenue with a
secure modern workplace
Microsoft offers modern workplace solutions for
secure collaborative teamwork. Anytime, anywhere it matters.
Digital transformation has dramatically changed the way we work. Teams want to spend less time at the office,
work with their favourite devices, and execute tasks in their own time.

82% of employees feel more
productive when working from home1

24% use a mobile data connection
via their smartphone, tablet or
laptop with a broadband dongle2

61% now use their home broadband
service to access work applications2

The question is, how do you keep your business safe with a workforce so disparate?

Security risks – at a glance
Many small businesses believe they’re not a target when it comes to cybercrime. The truth is, because of their perceived level
of security, they can be even bigger targets than larger companies. Some even hold more data without additional security in
place to keep it safe – putting them in the spotlight for hackers and potential GDPR penalties.
By 2021 cybercrime damages will cost the world $6 trillion, annually3.

43% of cyber attacks target SMBs

By 2019, one business will fall victim
to a ransomware attack every

4

35% of people have at

14 seconds

least one unprotected device6

48% of data security breaches are caused

3

38%

by acts of malicious intent. Human error or
system failure account for the rest5

Only
employees think about data
security when sharing work-related content with
external parties while 11% never even consider it7

2021

By
cybercrime damage costs will
generate more profit than the combined
global trade of all major illegal drugs3

689 million

In 2016,
people in
21 countries experienced cybercrime6

Collaborate and connect in confidence
Microsoft enables your teams to work flexibly while you get peace of mind, with trusted in-built device management
and security solutions.

Regular software updates
protect against cyber attacks

Simplified deployment and
quick user set-up

Baseline security configuration
across managed devices, always-on

Centralised control of company
data on personal devices

Small upfront cost and a
reduced risk profile

Benefits of a modern workplace
Today’s most productive employees — business professionals who are contributing, creating, and affecting change — are a
company’s true competitive advantage.

72%

of employees say
their future success depends
on their ability to be creative8

Microsoft Benefit:
Achieve more together with
apps built for creativity

58%

think they would be
more motivated working away
from office9

Microsoft Benefit:
Teams can be productive anywhere
that matters, even when offline

92% are negatively impacted
by the limits of their business’
remote-access policies10

Microsoft Benefit:
Always-on security ensures your mobile
workforce is safeguarded at all time

Put your mind at ease,
let us manage your IT
Running a professional services business that needs to
be set up for growth and protected from cyber-crime?
Outsource Solutions offers Fully Managed Contracts (FMC)
to clients as their IT service provider. As your technology
partner we will tailor make our services to ensure your
business performs at optimum levels.

Free Discovery Session for Your IT Action Plan
Ready to talk more about how you can transform your business with fully managed IT services?
We’re glad you are! Sign up for our free discovery session, where we can come to visit you and talk about your business,
your challenges, specific requirements and visions for the future.
You will walk out with a concrete action plan of the technology support that fits your business and get a designated
account manager that will be at your service to help you take the next steps.

discovery@osgroup.co.uk | www.osgroup.co.uk/about-us/
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